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Authorisation Determination MA1000021. 
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Note: Unless the context requires otherwise, Optus adopts the defined terms used in the concise 

statements of facts, issues and contentions dated 13 February 2023 of Telstra and TPG (Telstra CS 

and TPG CS), but does not admit any factual assertions contained in, or in any way implied by, any 

such defined term.  
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A. KEY FACTS RELEVANT TO THE APPLICATION

1. Optus’s responses to the facts alleged in Telstra CS and TPG CS are contained in the

Appendix.

2. In addition, the following further facts are relevant to the determination of the application

(paragraph references are to the ACCC’s Determination).

Telstra has market power and a dominant position 

3. Telstra has market power in the retail supply of mobile services, which is especially

noticeable in regional and rural areas [9.80]. Telstra is the dominant provider of regional

mobile services [9.311]. It is also dominant in both fixed and mobile services to corporate

and government sectors [9.359].

4. Telstra’s dominance is partly a function of substantial spectrum holdings in regional areas

[9.289], [9.301], [9.309]. Telstra has also been the greatest beneficiary of government funding

under the Mobile Black Spots Program, [Confidential to Optus]
 [6.90]-[6.91]. Telstra maintains a 

significant lead in the number of mobile sites nationwide and in regional areas [6.75]. It is 

likely to have a material cost advantage in rolling out its 5G network due to its statutory 

monopoly legacy, sites, spectrum and fibre network, and choice of RAN vendor [6.32], [6.34], 

[6.48]. 

5. The relative positions of the 3 MNOs, with Telstra having greatest market share, has

remained since the introduction of competition. Changes in market share occur during

transitions between technology generations and tend to drive churn towards first-movers

(early adopters and high-value customers). With 4G and 5G, this has largely benefitted

Telstra, which has a considerable lead in the deployment of 5G [6.97]-[6.101].

Telstra’s investment strategy is reactive to Optus 

6. Telstra’s investment strategy is largely reactive to Optus’s investment [6.20], [6.92], [9.97],

[9.118]-[9.120]. [Confidential to Telstra]
 [6.105], [9.74]. Optus’s investment decisions are a 

substantial competitive threat to Telstra [9.143]. 

Optus’ 5G investment 

7. Optus has historically been a critical source of competition to Telstra, [Confidential to
Optus]  and thus has

delivered competitive intensity in infrastructure investment [9.118]-[9.120].

8. In the absence of the Proposed Conduct, that competition is likely to include [Confidential
to Optus]
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Some features of the Proposed Transaction 

9. Contrary to Telstra CS [30(a)] and TPG CS [5], [Confidential to TPG and Optus]

 On the other hand, 

Telstra stood to gain entrenchment of its market power and dominant position. [Confidential 
to TPG and Optus] 

10. The Initial Term of the MOCN Service Agreement is 10 years (cl 1), but may be extended at

TPG’s option for a further 10 years (cl 15.1). [Confidential to the Applicants]

 [Confidential to Telstra]

11. 

B. ISSUES

12. Optus does not dispute that issues broadly along the lines of the issues in paragraphs 31 –

34 of Telstra’s SC may arise. The following additional issues are also relevant:

(a) What is the nature of, and any constraints on, the competition that TPG would offer

with the benefit of the Proposed Transaction, including in the 17% Regional

Coverage Zone?

(b) If, as a result of the Proposed Conduct, Optus is likely to curtail its investment,

including in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, what impact is that likely to have in

any market for the acquisition of spectrum in respect of the 17% Regional Coverage

Zone, or in any other upstream or downstream market?
(c) In relation to effect or likely effect of the Proposed Conduct ([33]), an additional issue

is the timeframe over which the competitive impact of the Proposed Conduct needs

to be assessed.

C. CONTENTIONS

Relevant markets 

13. Optus agrees that the Wholesale Mobile Market and Retail Mobile Market identified in

Telstra CS [35(a)] and [35(b)] respectively are relevant markets.

14. Competitive effects in the Wholesale Mobile Market need to be assessed having regard to

the different supply and demand features exhibited in regional and rural areas as compared

to metropolitan areas. Whilst the competitors are national and customers who live in a variety
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of locations can utilise services in a particular area (i.e. by travelling to that area), and thus 

in one sense supply and demand are national, the extent of services in a specific area is of 

particular importance to persons who live or work in that area. Thus, for example, the 

coverage and quality of service in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone is of particular 

importance to the subset of Australians who live and work in that area, and it is relevant for 

the purposes of the present proceedings to focus on the extent of competition in the provision 

of services to that area. For a person who lives or works in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, 

services supplied outside that zone are not substitutable for services supplied in that zone. 

For people who live and work outside the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, the importance of 

coverage within that zone varies.  

15. Other relevant markets are:

(a) regional markets for the acquisition of spectrum;

(b) a national market for the supply of mobile services to enterprise and government
customers; and

(c) upstream and downstream markets to the mobile markets. If the likely effect of the

Proposed Conduct is to reduce infrastructure competition in the 17% Regional

Coverage Zone, then this is likely to affect upstream markets such as regional

markets for the supply of services to install mobile infrastructure, or to maintain

mobile infrastructure, and is also likely to affect downstream markets for the supply

of a variety of services using fixed wireless and mobile technology.

Framework for economic analysis and relevant timeframe 

16. Competition in the supply of retail mobile services and wholesale mobile services is

dependent upon underlying mobile network infrastructure, in particular, the spectrum to which

MNOs have access, which dictates the coverage, speed and network performance that

MNOs can offer consumers.

17. Investment in network infrastructure enables MNOs to compete on price and multiple
dimensions of quality. The impact on competition with respect to mobile network

infrastructure is therefore the starting point for assessing the effect of the Proposed Conduct

on competition in relevant markets, including competition on price and quality.

18. Competition is therefore also dependent on the cost of network infrastructure. The supply of

retail mobile services and wholesale mobile services in Australia are characterised by

economies of scale, particularly in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone. The rollout of 5G

mobile network infrastructure in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone involves high fixed costs

and there are considerable economies of scale.

19. Economies of scale and dynamic competition in network investment interact. The impact of

economies of scale on unit costs tends to be greater for a smaller operator than for a larger

operator which already has substantial market share.  Equally, where competitive intensity is
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higher in a market, the extent to which cost efficiencies are passed through into investment 

(and customer prices) is also generally higher. Economies of scale therefore take on greater 

significance in the context of dynamic infrastructure-based competition. 

20. The competitive effects of the Proposed Conduct need to be considered over the long run

and taking into account both static and dynamic competition considerations.

21. The Proposed Transaction has a 20-year timeframe (see above at [9]). The proposed section

87B undertakings, seeking to permit termination after 8 years, do not shorten the relevant

timeframe for assessment, because the competitive harms in issue will occur within that

timeframe, but will be enduring once they have occurred.

Counterfactual 

Optus and TPG continue to invest 

22. In a future without the Proposed Conduct:

(a) [Confidential to Optus]

(b) 

(c) Optus’s plan is to use its investment in 5G technology to compete for customers,

and to attract customers from Telstra and TPG.

(d) Optus’s investment would apply competitive pressure to Telstra and spur Telstra to

increase its own investment in 5G technology.

23. In the future without the Proposed Conduct, TPG is likely to invest, including in 5G
technology. In the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, that investment is likely to be materially

smaller than Optus.

24. These matters are a further counterfactual, in addition to an Optus/TPG network sharing

agreement.

Optus-TPG network sharing agreement 

25. In a future without the Proposed Conduct, there is at least a real commercial likelihood that

Optus and TPG would enter into a network sharing agreement in respect of 4G and 5G

services including in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone.
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26. [Confidential to Telstra]

27. [Confidential to TPG and Optus]

28. [Confidential to Optus]

29. A deal would be rational for both Optus and TPG: An active sharing agreement between

Optus and TPG would deliver substantial benefits to both Optus and TPG:

(a) Optus and TPG gain subscribers at the expense of Telstra, [Confidential to Optus]
 and both improve scale and 

reduce unit costs, including costs that would be borne by both as a result of the 

Security Guidance. 

(b) This enables Optus to generate a higher return on its investment and close the

coverage gap to Telstra by building and deploying more sites, where sharing can

take place.

(c) Pooling of Optus and TPG spectrum is efficient and will enable higher speeds and

better network performance for both Optus and TPG, thus allowing stronger

competition with Telstra.

(d) Access to TPG’s low band spectrum will allow Optus to provide wider 5G coverage
per site and thus allow Optus to rapidly expand its 5G coverage footprint.

(e) Access to additional mid band 5G spectrum through potential spectrum pooling

would enable Optus to deploy and sell fixed wireless access services.

(f) [Confidential to Optus]

(g) TPG would have access to a 4G network [Confidential to Optus]

(h) An agreement would thus produce a material surplus that would rationally be shared

by Optus and TPG.
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(i) Contrary to Telstra CS [40(b)] and TPG CS [12(f)], Optus assessed [Confidential
to Optus]

30. [Confidential to TPG and Optus]  now asserted by TPG (in a forensic

litigation context) will be surmountable given that a deal to share the surplus and compete

with Telstra is economically rational. Further, Optus’s bargaining position in negotiations with

TPG is constrained by [Confidential to Optus]
 the possibility of TPG monetising its valuable spectrum 

holdings otherwise than by a deal with Optus [10.155]-[10.156]. [Confidential to TPG] 

31. [Confidential to TPG and Optus]

32. [Confidential to Optus and TPG]

 [Confidential 
to TPG] 

33. [Confidential to Optus]

(a) 

(b)
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(c) 

34. Contrary to Telstra CS [38], in a future without the Proposed Conduct, competition in the

relevant markets would not remain status quo but would rather be likely to improve.

Competitive effects in National Wholesale and Retail Mobile Markets 

35. In a future with the Proposed Conduct, Telstra’s competitive position in the mobile markets

will be significantly strengthened, and other competitors will perceive that it is more difficult

to compete against Telstra. In this regard:

(a) Telstra will obtain additional spectrum, which could enable it to increase the quality

and coverage of its services, both in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone and in
locations more remote than the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, and to do so at lower

cost (because the capacity and coverage of existing sites can be upgraded, which

is cheaper than having to construct new sites), conferring a significant spectrum

advantage and significant service advantage over Optus;

(b) Telstra will obtain additional revenue from TPG, [Confidential to Telstra]

; 

(c) Telstra will obtain additional sites from TPG, enabling it easily to increase the quality

and coverage of its services in areas that would be within range of those sites.

36. In a future with the Proposed Conduct, Optus’s ability to compete against Telstra will be

reduced, and Optus will perceive this. In this regard:

(a) Optus repeats the matters in the previous paragraph.

(b) The Proposed Transaction would result in TPG and Telstra obtaining customers at

the expense of Optus. [Confidential to Optus]

particularly for people who live or work in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, but 

also more generally for people who care about extent of coverage. Telstra would 

also be able to improve its own coverage and quality of service at a lower cost.   

37. Further, in a future with the Proposed Conduct:

(a) There will be no network sharing deal between Optus and TPG in the 17% Regional

Coverage Zone and thus weaker competitive constraint from both Optus and TPG

than in the counterfactual with such a deal.
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(b) There will be no TPG Targeted Build and TPG will not otherwise be a strong source

of infrastructure competition in regional and rural areas. TPG is unlikely to make

infrastructure investments in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone and will

decommission sites that are not transferred to Telstra [9.110]. TPG will lose

autonomy over aspects of its network and will have limited to no ability to

differentiate itself based on geographic coverage, quality of network, the timing of

technology upgrades, and its RAN investment strategy [9.114]. TPG will be

dependent upon Telstra’s infrastructure investments and this will persist at potential

“exit” points from the Proposed Transaction, making such exit unlikely and

commercially unrealistic [7.50] – [7.51].

(c) [Confidential to Telstra]

38. Further, in a future with the Proposed Conduct, Optus would reconsider its 5G investment
strategy [Confidential to Optus] 

:

(a) Optus faces significant disincentives to invest in regional mobile infrastructure given

the compounding impacts of the Security Guidance, [Confidential to Optus]

(b) Optus will lose market share to TPG and Telstra in regional areas [Confidential to
Optus]

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) Contrary to Telstra CS [42], Optus’s assessment is not contrived. [Confidential to
Optus]

(g) The effect of the Proposed Conduct on Optus’s incentives to invest is a function of

Telstra’s increased dominance and ability to defeat Optus’s investments,
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[Confidential to Optus] 

39. Contrary to Telstra CS [46], a reduction in Optus’s future 5G investment in the 17% Regional

Coverage Zone is not merely harm to a competitor. It is harm to competition. Optus currently

competes with Telstra in a way that TPG will not if the Proposed Transaction takes place.

TPG will not be engaging in significant infrastructure competition with Telstra in regional

areas. TPG will be dependent upon Telstra for the provision of the sites and coverage and

much of the network quality through which TPG’s services will be provided. TPG’s services

will not drive Telstra to invest in a 5G rollout, or a subsequent 6G rollout. In the world with

the Proposed Transaction, the competitive pressure that motivates Telstra to invest in

network infrastructure would be removed and Telstra would have substantially diminished

incentives to invest in network infrastructure in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone. Telstra is

likely to reduce the scale of its 5G rollout in the 17% Regional Coverage Area (and in remoter
parts of Australia), and may defer or reduce any subsequent investments in technology in

those areas (including the construction of a 6G network).

40. Contrary to Telstra CS [49(b)], the “transition away from infrastructure-dependent

competition” towards TPG simply using Telstra infrastructure to supply services is not a

“dynamic and efficient innovation that is welfare enhancing”, but is a reduction in competition,

including a reduction in a form of competition that is essential to permit ongoing quality of

service and ongoing developments in technology. If the only relevant competition is from

TPG utilising Telstra’s network then there is a very material reduction in the incentive for

Telstra to invest in that network: to roll out new technology (such as 5G and 6G), to expand

coverage, to enhance quality, or even to maintain the existing level of service.

41. Telstra’s incentives to invest in technology leadership diminished: In future technology

cycles, [Confidential to Optus]
 This will further 

diminish Telstra’s incentives to invest in its mobile and fixed networks to achieve technology 

leadership, [Confidential to Telstra] 
 [Confidential to 

Optus] 

42. Spectrum as a barrier to entry or expansion: Spectrum is a critical input into the supply of

wholesale and retail mobile services. It enables an MNO to achieve coverage, density and

capacity and to avoid alternative investments in densifying or upgrading network sites. The

Proposed Conduct will enhance Telstra’s already relatively large spectrum holdings and

entrench Telstra’s position by reducing the opportunity for others to compete with it [9.103].

The Proposed Conduct removes TPG’s spectrum from the market, where TPG would likely

monetise it and induce demand for the spectrum [9.296].
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43. There is little if any evidence that Telstra is likely to experience material network congestion

in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone. [Confidential to Telstra]

44. Scale advantage as a barrier to entry or expansion: The Proposed Transaction, by

increasing utilization of Telstra’s network in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone with TPG

subscribers, will allow greater amortization of network improvement costs and reduce

Telstra’s average costs of providing services. This will raise strategic barriers to entry or

expansion by reason of the large sunk costs for rivals attempting to build competitive network

infrastructure [9.104].

45. Price competition reduced: [Confidential to Optus]
 where 5G coverage is important to retail price, will lead in the medium to longer-term 

to substantially reduced price/quality competition in retail and wholesale mobile services. 

Telstra will receive wholesale payments from TPG which will lessen the incentive for Telstra 

to compete for TPG customers on price and quality. 

46. Coordinated effects: The Proposed Conduct will reduce the product and service

differentiation between Telstra and TPG and allow them to more easily monitor and retaliate

against deviations from mutually beneficial behaviour [9.231].  It will facilitate a degree of

information sharing and require regular meetings between Telstra and TPG personnel

[9.234], [9.236].

47. The competitive harms arise in the future with the Proposed Conduct, as compared with the

future without, either on an Optus-TPG Deal counterfactual or a TPG Targeted Build

counterfactual.

Competitive effects in market for acquisition of spectrum 

48. The contention in [42] above underpins a distinct effect in the market for the acquisition of

spectrum. The Proposed Conduct results in a concentration of control by Telstra of TPG’s

substantial spectrum holdings that would otherwise be monetised by TPG. The Proposed

Conduct will have the effect of lessening demand for spectrum. [Confidential to Optus]

Public benefits and detriments 
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49. The public benefits asserted by Telstra and TPG will either not arise, are not meaningful or

would not result in cost savings that would be passed through to consumers, or would arise

in any event under an Optus/TPG deal counterfactual.

50. Conversely, the Proposed Conduct will occasion substantial public detriments that outweigh

any public benefits:

(a) competitive harms as addressed above;

(b) reduced network diversity and resilience in regional areas and for emergencies and

disasters; and

(c) higher spectrum concentration impacting long-term industry structure.

Section 87B Undertakings or Tribunal conditions 

51. There are threshold problems with the section 87B Undertakings as to their proper

interpretation and their enforceability [11.25]-[11.46].

52. Even if those threshold issues could be addressed, the section 87B Undertakings do not deal
with the competitive detriments arising from the Proposed Conduct. The competitive harms

in question will occur early and will be enduring once they occur [11.19]-[11.24]. Telstra and

TPG cannot satisfy the Tribunal that the harms could be “reversed” simply by termination of

the Relevant Agreements after 8 years. By that time, the position of both Optus and TPG will

have deteriorated, and be embedded in the market structure.

53. Optus otherwise joins issue with the Telstra CS and the TPG CS.

APPENDIX 

This Appendix contains Optus’s response to the facts alleged in the Telstra CS (Section A) and the 

TPG CS (Section B).  

A. RESPONSE TO FACTS IN TELSTRA’S CONCISE STATEMENT

1. Optus admits paragraph 1.

2. Optus admits paragraph 2.

3. Optus admits paragraph 3.
4. Optus notes paragraph 4.

5. Optus notes paragraph 5 and refers to Section B below.

6. Optus admits paragraph 6.

7. Optus admits paragraph 7 and says further that spectrum is critical to improving service

outcomes and, all other things being equal, an MNO with higher quantities of spectrum will

be able to offer greater capacity and speeds than an MNO with lower quantities of spectrum.

8. Optus admits paragraph 8.

9. In relation to paragraph 9, Optus’ coverage is not as widespread as Telstra’s coverage, but

Optus otherwise admits paragraph 9.

10. Optus admits paragraph 10.
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11. Optus does not know and therefore cannot admit paragraph 11.

12. Optus admits paragraph 12.

13. In response to paragraph 13, Optus admits that TPG’s more limited coverage and service

quality in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone has impacted on TPG’s competition against

Telstra and Optus, particularly for customers living or working in that zone, although TPG

has competed on price. Optus says that:

(a) TPG does not face any greater level of structural deficit than does Optus;

(b) TPG’s position is a function of investment decisions which it has made;

(c) in 2020, TPG announced plans to accelerate its 5G rollout, [Confidential to Optus]

and 

(d) otherwise denies the paragraph.

14. Optus denies paragraph 14, repeats the matters in paragraph 13 above, and says further
that, in determining its rollout strategy, [Confidential to Optus]

15. Optus admits paragraph 15 and says further that dynamic competition, between MNOs, with

respect to mobile network infrastructure, involving one MNO investing in network

infrastructure and the other MNO responding to this competitive challenge with its own

investment, is particularly important given the fast technological developments in mobile

telecommunications.

16. Optus admits paragraph 16.

17. Optus admits paragraph 17 and says further:

(a) [Confidential to Optus]

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

18. Optus admits paragraph 18.

19. Optus admits paragraph 19.
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20. Optus admits paragraph 20 and says further that mid-band spectrum can be utilised to

achieve coverage and capacity in regional networks and that Telstra is not fully utilising its

current mid band spectrum holdings in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone.

21. Optus admits paragraph 21.

22. Optus does not know and therefore cannot admit the statements about TPG’s discussions

with Telstra in paragraph 22, and says further that, [Confidential to TPG and Optus]

23. Optus does not know and therefore cannot admit paragraph 23.

24. Optus denies paragraph 24 and says that, [Confidential to TPG and Optus]

(a) 

(b) 

(c) [Confidential to Optus]
 [Confidential to TPG 

and Optus] 
 and 

(d) [Confidential to Optus]

25. Optus denies paragraph 25 and says further that it [Confidential to TPG and Optus]

26. Optus admits paragraph 26.

27. Optus admits paragraph 27, and says further that the MOCN Agreement contains provisions

which:

(a) involve TPG making [Confidential to the Applicants]  wholesale

payments to Telstra, calculated by reference to [Confidential to the Applicants]
; 

(b) [Confidential to the Applicants]

Public version 
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(c) restrict TPG’s access to 5G at a particular site in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone

until 6 months after the site was activated for 5G;

(d) limit the extent of Telstra’s non-discrimination obligations; and

(e) [Confidential to the Applicants]

28. Optus admits paragraph 28 of Telstra’s Statement and says further that:

(a) [Confidential to Telstra]
; and 

(b) spectrum licences are commonly renewed without any auction or other contestable

process being undertaken.

29. Optus admits paragraph 29.

30. Optus denies paragraph 30 and refers to its contentions in the main body of this Concise
Statement.

B. RESPONSE TO FACTS IN TPG’S CONCISE STATEMENT

4. In response to paragraph 4 of TPG’s Statement, Optus says that the 3G Roaming Agreement

provides TPG roaming on the Optus network [Confidential to TPG and Optus]
 population coverage and, further: 

(a) admits sub-para (a), and says further that the 3G Roaming Agreement permits TPG

to use data, [Confidential to TPG and Optus]
; 

(b) as to sub-para (b), admits that the data fee charged is [Confidential to TPG and
Optus]  and otherwise does not know and cannot admit the sub-

paragraph;

(c) as to sub-para (c), does not know and cannot admit whether providing data services

to TPG customers in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone is [Confidential to TPG]
 [Confidential to TPG and Optus] 

; 

(d) admits sub-para (d);

(e) admits sub-para (e); and

(f) says that Optus has [Confidential to TPG and Optus]

 and will refer to the terms of the roaming agreement for its full 

meaning and effect.  

5. Optus denies paragraph 5.

6. In response to paragraph 6, Optus:
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(a) says in response to paragraph 6(b) that, in December 2018, Vodafone was pursuing

its merger with TPG, had not appointed a new 5G equipment vendor [Confidential
to TPG and Optus]

 [Confidential to Optus] 
 and that all three MNOs have since independently rolled out 5G 

in metropolitan areas;  

(b) in response to paragraphs 6(c) to (i) repeats its response to paragraphs 24 and 25

of Telstra CS;

(c) in further response to paragraph 6(i), says that [Confidential to TPG]

(d) does not know and cannot admit paragraph 6(g);
(e) does not know and cannot admit paragraph 6(j);

(f) in response to paragraph 6(m), says that [Confidential to TPG and Optus]

 [Confidential to Optus]  [Confidential 
to Optus and TPG] 

; and 

(g) otherwise denies paragraph 6.

7. In response to paragraph 7, Optus:

(a) admits sub-paragraph (a);

(b) admits that, under the Proposed Conduct, TPG can offer its wholesale and retail

customers 5G coverage 6 months after 5G is deployed by Telstra at each site in the

17% Regional Coverage Zone and otherwise denies sub-paragraph (b);
(c) denies sub-paragraph (c);

(d) denies sub-paragraph (d);

(e) admits that the Spectrum Agreement enables TPG to monetise the spectrum the

subject of the Spectrum Agreement and otherwise denies sub-paragraph (e).

This Concise Statement of Facts, Issues and Contentions was prepared by Herbert Smith Freehills 

and settled by Cameron Moore and Brendan Lim.  
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	8. In the absence of the Proposed Conduct, that competition is likely to include [Confidential to Optus] [a significant investment by Optus in 5G technology in regional areas including the 17% Regional Coverage Zone. However, if the Proposed Conduct i...
	Some features of the Proposed Transaction
	9. Contrary to Telstra CS [30(a)] and TPG CS [5], [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [the Proposed Transaction does not reflect the outcome of a “competitive process”. Telstra and Optus were not tendering on terms of a common supply to TPG. In dealing wi...
	10. The Initial Term of the MOCN Service Agreement is 10 years (cl 1), but may be extended at TPG’s option for a further 10 years (cl 15.1). [Confidential to the Applicants] [The MOCN Service Agreement expressly contemplates extension to new Technolog...
	11. Telstra assessed that an Optus/TPG deal would result in a $1 billion revenue loss (NPV) and potential ARPU loss to Telstra, and that the Proposed Transaction would pre-empt such an Optus deal.]
	B. ISSUES
	12. Optus does not dispute that issues broadly along the lines of the issues in paragraphs 31 – 34 of Telstra’s SC may arise. The following additional issues are also relevant:
	(a) What is the nature of, and any constraints on, the competition that TPG would offer with the benefit of the Proposed Transaction, including in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone?
	(b) If, as a result of the Proposed Conduct, Optus is likely to curtail its investment, including in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, what impact is that likely to have in any market for the acquisition of spectrum in respect of the 17% Regional Covera...
	(c) In relation to effect or likely effect of the Proposed Conduct ([33]), an additional issue is the timeframe over which the competitive impact of the Proposed Conduct needs to be assessed.
	C. CONTENTIONS
	Relevant markets
	13. Optus agrees that the Wholesale Mobile Market and Retail Mobile Market identified in Telstra CS [35(a)] and [35(b)] respectively are relevant markets.
	14. Competitive effects in the Wholesale Mobile Market need to be assessed having regard to the different supply and demand features exhibited in regional and rural areas as compared to metropolitan areas. Whilst the competitors are national and custo...
	15. Other relevant markets are:
	(a) regional markets for the acquisition of spectrum;
	(b) a national market for the supply of mobile services to enterprise and government customers; and
	(c) upstream and downstream markets to the mobile markets. If the likely effect of the Proposed Conduct is to reduce infrastructure competition in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, then this is likely to affect upstream markets such as regional markets ...
	Framework for economic analysis and relevant timeframe
	16. Competition in the supply of retail mobile services and wholesale mobile services is dependent upon underlying mobile network infrastructure, in particular, the spectrum to which MNOs have access, which dictates the coverage, speed and network per...
	17. Investment in network infrastructure enables MNOs to compete on price and multiple dimensions of quality. The impact on competition with respect to mobile network infrastructure is therefore the starting point for assessing the effect of the Propo...
	18. Competition is therefore also dependent on the cost of network infrastructure. The supply of retail mobile services and wholesale mobile services in Australia are characterised by economies of scale, particularly in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone....
	19. Economies of scale and dynamic competition in network investment interact. The impact of economies of scale on unit costs tends to be greater for a smaller operator than for a larger operator which already has substantial market share.  Equally, w...
	20. The competitive effects of the Proposed Conduct need to be considered over the long run and taking into account both static and dynamic competition considerations.
	21. The Proposed Transaction has a 20-year timeframe (see above at [9]). The proposed section 87B undertakings, seeking to permit termination after 8 years, do not shorten the relevant timeframe for assessment, because the competitive harms in issue w...
	Counterfactual
	Optus and TPG continue to invest
	22. In a future without the Proposed Conduct:
	(a) [Confidential to Optus] [Optus is likely to undertake a significant investment in 5G technology in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, with 5G technology progressively available to customers as the rollout progresses, and with substantial 5G network a...
	(b) Contrary to paragraph 38(c) of Telstra’s SC, this investment strategy would not merely be a “targeted investment strategy” or limited to “disrupting customer perceptions regarding Telstra’s coverage and to support existing customers”. Rather, it w...
	(c) Optus’s plan is to use its investment in 5G technology to compete for customers, and to attract customers from Telstra and TPG.
	(d) Optus’s investment would apply competitive pressure to Telstra and spur Telstra to increase its own investment in 5G technology.
	23. In the future without the Proposed Conduct, TPG is likely to invest, including in 5G technology. In the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, that investment is likely to be materially smaller than Optus.
	24. These matters are a further counterfactual, in addition to an Optus/TPG network sharing agreement.
	Optus-TPG network sharing agreement
	25. In a future without the Proposed Conduct, there is at least a real commercial likelihood that Optus and TPG would enter into a network sharing agreement in respect of 4G and 5G services including in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone.
	26. [Confidential to Telstra] [Telstra thinks a deal is likely: Telstra considers such a deal to be a real likelihood, with significant adverse implications for Telstra, and pre-empting it was an express reason to enter the Proposed Transaction].
	27. [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [Optus and TPG were in fact negotiating: Prior to the announcement of the Proposed Transaction, Optus and TPG were engaged in detailed negotiations at senior levels about a network sharing arrangement. Optus and TPG...
	28. [Confidential to Optus] [Optus sought to accommodate TPG’s commercial preferences and dedicated significant time and resources to doing so. Optus focused on offering a roaming agreement to TPG because Optus believed that option to be TPG’s commerc...
	29. A deal would be rational for both Optus and TPG: An active sharing agreement between Optus and TPG would deliver substantial benefits to both Optus and TPG:
	(a) Optus and TPG gain subscribers at the expense of Telstra, [Confidential to Optus] [and TPG gains subscribers at the expense of Optus,] and both improve scale and reduce unit costs, including costs that would be borne by both as a result of the Sec...
	(b) This enables Optus to generate a higher return on its investment and close the coverage gap to Telstra by building and deploying more sites, where sharing can take place.
	(c) Pooling of Optus and TPG spectrum is efficient and will enable higher speeds and better network performance for both Optus and TPG, thus allowing stronger competition with Telstra.
	(d) Access to TPG’s low band spectrum will allow Optus to provide wider 5G coverage per site and thus allow Optus to rapidly expand its 5G coverage footprint.
	(e) Access to additional mid band 5G spectrum through potential spectrum pooling would enable Optus to deploy and sell fixed wireless access services.
	(f) [Confidential to Optus] [TPG would extend its coverage footprint beyond 96% up to 98.5%.]
	(g) TPG would have access to a 4G network [Confidential to Optus] [and then over time a 5G network. Any commercially realistic network sharing arrangement that involved TPG contributing to regional 5G network deployment costs would involve TPG having ...
	(h) An agreement would thus produce a material surplus that would rationally be shared by Optus and TPG.
	(i) Contrary to Telstra CS [40(b)] and TPG CS [12(f)], Optus assessed [Confidential to Optus] [the negative commercial effects of network sharing increasing TPG’s competitiveness with Optus. Optus’s analysis showed that the cost-reductions of various ...
	30. [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [Any lack of trust] now asserted by TPG (in a forensic litigation context) will be surmountable given that a deal to share the surplus and compete with Telstra is economically rational. Further, Optus’s bargaining p...
	31. [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [What occurred in negotiations prior to the Proposed Transaction is not an accurate guide to what would occur in the absence of the Proposed Transaction (nor reason to suggest that an arrangement with TPG would not ...
	32. [Confidential to Optus and TPG] Throughout 2021 and into 2022, Optus and TPG were exploring various commercial models for the parties to share the costs of network deployment and for 5G active sharing and agreed in December 2021 on a potential tra...
	33. [Confidential to Optus] Optus pursued a roaming agreement with TPG was because it was more consistent with TPG’s commercial objectives. Specifically:
	(a) Optus believed that TPG’s primary driver was achieving the lowest possible network cost. Optus considered that a significantly lower cost would be delivered via a roaming agreement than a MOCN. Roaming would provide TPG with the lowest fixed cost ...
	(b) The Active MVP model would result in a more expensive total cost of ownership for the network, given higher network equipment costs and higher lease costs associated with deploying active network sharing equipment (as distinct from offering roamin...
	(c) The Active MVP model would be more complex than a roaming model to negotiate].
	34. Contrary to Telstra CS [38], in a future without the Proposed Conduct, competition in the relevant markets would not remain status quo but would rather be likely to improve.
	Competitive effects in National Wholesale and Retail Mobile Markets
	35. In a future with the Proposed Conduct, Telstra’s competitive position in the mobile markets will be significantly strengthened, and other competitors will perceive that it is more difficult to compete against Telstra. In this regard:
	(a) Telstra will obtain additional spectrum, which could enable it to increase the quality and coverage of its services, both in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone and in locations more remote than the 17% Regional Coverage Zone, and to do so at lower cos...
	(b) Telstra will obtain additional revenue from TPG, [Confidential to Telstra] [which would help to defray the cost of any additional 5G rollout (for example, the revenue per site will increase), making it easier for Telstra to compete];
	(c) Telstra will obtain additional sites from TPG, enabling it easily to increase the quality and coverage of its services in areas that would be within range of those sites.
	36. In a future with the Proposed Conduct, Optus’s ability to compete against Telstra will be reduced, and Optus will perceive this. In this regard:
	(a) Optus repeats the matters in the previous paragraph.
	(b) The Proposed Transaction would result in TPG and Telstra obtaining customers at the expense of Optus. [Confidential to Optus] [TPG will leapfrog Optus in coverage and quality of services in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone. Optus will have no compet...
	37. Further, in a future with the Proposed Conduct:
	(a) There will be no network sharing deal between Optus and TPG in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone and thus weaker competitive constraint from both Optus and TPG than in the counterfactual with such a deal.
	(b) There will be no TPG Targeted Build and TPG will not otherwise be a strong source of infrastructure competition in regional and rural areas. TPG is unlikely to make infrastructure investments in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone and will decommission...
	(c) [Confidential to Telstra] [Telstra perceives lower risk of regulatory intervention to declare mobile roaming services].
	38. Further, in a future with the Proposed Conduct, Optus would reconsider its 5G investment strategy [Confidential to Optus] [and not undertake its planned rollout of 5G in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone]:
	(a) Optus faces significant disincentives to invest in regional mobile infrastructure given the compounding impacts of the Security Guidance, [Confidential to Optus] [the underlying infrastructure disadvantages Optus has relative to Telstra, the lack ...
	(b) Optus will lose market share to TPG and Telstra in regional areas [Confidential to Optus] [leading to lower returns and thereby reduced capacity to invest.
	(c) Optus correctly perceives that its competitive position vis-à-vis Telstra and TPG has worsened, for the reasons set out above.
	(d) The Proposed Transaction has a material adverse effect on the business case for capital investment by Singtel in Optus and there is no commercially realistic prospect that Singtel would continue to fund Optus to build a regional 5G network of the ...
	(e) The overall strategic direction of Optus’s mobile business would need to shift to focus on urban areas.]
	(f) Contrary to Telstra CS [42], Optus’s assessment is not contrived. [Confidential to Optus] [Optus conducted a careful examination of the potential implications of the Proposed Transaction which evolved overtime as further information became availab...
	(g) The effect of the Proposed Conduct on Optus’s incentives to invest is a function of Telstra’s increased dominance and ability to defeat Optus’s investments, [Confidential to Optus] [which would make those investments economically irrational].
	39. Contrary to Telstra CS [46], a reduction in Optus’s future 5G investment in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone is not merely harm to a competitor. It is harm to competition. Optus currently competes with Telstra in a way that TPG will not if the Propo...
	40. Contrary to Telstra CS [49(b)], the “transition away from infrastructure-dependent competition” towards TPG simply using Telstra infrastructure to supply services is not a “dynamic and efficient innovation that is welfare enhancing”, but is a redu...
	41. Telstra’s incentives to invest in technology leadership diminished: In future technology cycles, [Confidential to Optus] [Telstra will be even further ahead of Optus and even better-positioned than it already is to out-compete Optus on 6G and beyo...
	42. Spectrum as a barrier to entry or expansion: Spectrum is a critical input into the supply of wholesale and retail mobile services. It enables an MNO to achieve coverage, density and capacity and to avoid alternative investments in densifying or up...
	43. There is little if any evidence that Telstra is likely to experience material network congestion in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone. [Confidential to Telstra] [Telstra itself considers regional congestion to be a “perception” issue and that it can ...
	44. Scale advantage as a barrier to entry or expansion: The Proposed Transaction, by increasing utilization of Telstra’s network in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone with TPG subscribers, will allow greater amortization of network improvement costs and r...
	45. Price competition reduced: [Confidential to Optus] [Reduced regional 5G investment by Optus,] where 5G coverage is important to retail price, will lead in the medium to longer-term to substantially reduced price/quality competition in retail and w...
	46. Coordinated effects: The Proposed Conduct will reduce the product and service differentiation between Telstra and TPG and allow them to more easily monitor and retaliate against deviations from mutually beneficial behaviour [9.231].  It will facil...
	47. The competitive harms arise in the future with the Proposed Conduct, as compared with the future without, either on an Optus-TPG Deal counterfactual or a TPG Targeted Build counterfactual.
	Competitive effects in market for acquisition of spectrum
	48. The contention in [42] above underpins a distinct effect in the market for the acquisition of spectrum. The Proposed Conduct results in a concentration of control by Telstra of TPG’s substantial spectrum holdings that would otherwise be monetised ...
	Public benefits and detriments
	49. The public benefits asserted by Telstra and TPG will either not arise, are not meaningful or would not result in cost savings that would be passed through to consumers, or would arise in any event under an Optus/TPG deal counterfactual.
	50. Conversely, the Proposed Conduct will occasion substantial public detriments that outweigh any public benefits:
	(a) competitive harms as addressed above;
	(b) reduced network diversity and resilience in regional areas and for emergencies and disasters; and
	(c) higher spectrum concentration impacting long-term industry structure.
	Section 87B Undertakings or Tribunal conditions
	51. There are threshold problems with the section 87B Undertakings as to their proper interpretation and their enforceability [11.25]-[11.46].
	52. Even if those threshold issues could be addressed, the section 87B Undertakings do not deal with the competitive detriments arising from the Proposed Conduct. The competitive harms in question will occur early and will be enduring once they occur ...
	53. Optus otherwise joins issue with the Telstra CS and the TPG CS.
	APPENDIX
	This Appendix contains Optus’s response to the facts alleged in the Telstra CS (Section A) and the TPG CS (Section B).
	A. RESPONSE TO FACTS IN TELSTRA’S CONCISE STATEMENT
	1. Optus admits paragraph 1.
	2. Optus admits paragraph 2.
	3. Optus admits paragraph 3.
	4. Optus notes paragraph 4.
	5. Optus notes paragraph 5 and refers to Section B below.
	6. Optus admits paragraph 6.
	7. Optus admits paragraph 7 and says further that spectrum is critical to improving service outcomes and, all other things being equal, an MNO with higher quantities of spectrum will be able to offer greater capacity and speeds than an MNO with lower ...
	8. Optus admits paragraph 8.
	9. In relation to paragraph 9, Optus’ coverage is not as widespread as Telstra’s coverage, but Optus otherwise admits paragraph 9.
	10. Optus admits paragraph 10.
	11. Optus does not know and therefore cannot admit paragraph 11.
	12. Optus admits paragraph 12.
	13. In response to paragraph 13, Optus admits that TPG’s more limited coverage and service quality in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone has impacted on TPG’s competition against Telstra and Optus, particularly for customers living or working in that zone...
	(a) TPG does not face any greater level of structural deficit than does Optus;
	(b) TPG’s position is a function of investment decisions which it has made;
	(c) in 2020, TPG announced plans to accelerate its 5G rollout, [Confidential to Optus] [which would have provided comparable 5G coverage to Optus by the end of 2021]; and
	(d) otherwise denies the paragraph.
	14. Optus denies paragraph 14, repeats the matters in paragraph 13 above, and says further that, in determining its rollout strategy, [Confidential to Optus] [Optus was primarily focused on Telstra as a competitor].
	15. Optus admits paragraph 15 and says further that dynamic competition, between MNOs, with respect to mobile network infrastructure, involving one MNO investing in network infrastructure and the other MNO responding to this competitive challenge with...
	16. Optus admits paragraph 16.
	17. Optus admits paragraph 17 and says further:
	(a) [Confidential to Optus] [Optus invested extensively in 4G in regional areas including in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone and in 2020 sought approval for the rollout of its 5G strategy. The 5G Business Case was approved in principle but Management a...
	(b) Optus is at a competitive disadvantage to Telstra because of Telstra’s superior spectrum scale, network coverage and the impact of the Security Guidance on Optus;
	(c) Optus has prioritised 5G rollout in metropolitan locations which provide more population coverage and better prospects of market share retention and returns; and
	(d) Optus’s rollout has been delayed, and market developments have negatively impacted the value of its 5G Business Case].
	18. Optus admits paragraph 18.
	19. Optus admits paragraph 19.
	(c) restrict TPG’s access to 5G at a particular site in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone until 6 months after the site was activated for 5G;
	(d) limit the extent of Telstra’s non-discrimination obligations; and
	(e) [Confidential to the Applicants] [demonstrate that the MOCN Agreement is contemplated to, or has the potential to, extend well beyond the initial term and to incorporate future technologies].
	28. Optus admits paragraph 28 of Telstra’s Statement and says further that:
	(a) [Confidential to Telstra] [Telstra anticipated that the agreement would run for 20 years and include 6G technology]; and
	(b) spectrum licences are commonly renewed without any auction or other contestable process being undertaken.
	29. Optus admits paragraph 29.
	30. Optus denies paragraph 30 and refers to its contentions in the main body of this Concise Statement.
	B. RESPONSE TO FACTS IN TPG’S CONCISE STATEMENT
	4. In response to paragraph 4 of TPG’s Statement, Optus says that the 3G Roaming Agreement provides TPG roaming on the Optus network [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [between 80% and 96%] population coverage and, further:
	(a) admits sub-para (a), and says further that the 3G Roaming Agreement permits TPG to use data, [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [and that TPG does in fact use data under that agreement];
	(b) as to sub-para (b), admits that the data fee charged is [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [$36 per GB] and otherwise does not know and cannot admit the sub-paragraph;
	(c) as to sub-para (c), does not know and cannot admit whether providing data services to TPG customers in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone is [Confidential to TPG]  [uneconomic for TPG] [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [and denies that it has refused to...
	(d) admits sub-para (d);
	(e) admits sub-para (e); and
	(f) says that Optus has [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [engaged meaningfully with TPG on revised 3G and 4G roaming arrangements and expanded network sharing arrangements] and will refer to the terms of the roaming agreement for its full meaning and e...
	5. Optus denies paragraph 5.
	6. In response to paragraph 6, Optus:
	(a) says in response to paragraph 6(b) that, in December 2018, Vodafone was pursuing its merger with TPG, had not appointed a new 5G equipment vendor [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [and was unable to provide Optus the site designs necessary for any j...
	(b) in response to paragraphs 6(c) to (i) repeats its response to paragraphs 24 and 25 of Telstra CS;
	(c) in further response to paragraph 6(i), says that [Confidential to TPG] [TPG understood the 4G Roaming offer to be an interim one, pending Project Aurora discussions about Optus 5G equipment in the 80% to 98% population coverage area and the commer...
	(d) does not know and cannot admit paragraph 6(g);
	(e) does not know and cannot admit paragraph 6(j);
	(f) in response to paragraph 6(m), says that [Confidential to TPG and Optus] [Ms Bayer Rosmarin indicated Optus’s commitment to the Project Aurora discussions, and says that Optus was] [Confidential to Optus] [(and remains)] [Confidential to Optus and...
	(g) otherwise denies paragraph 6.
	7. In response to paragraph 7, Optus:
	(a) admits sub-paragraph (a);
	(b) admits that, under the Proposed Conduct, TPG can offer its wholesale and retail customers 5G coverage 6 months after 5G is deployed by Telstra at each site in the 17% Regional Coverage Zone and otherwise denies sub-paragraph (b);
	(c) denies sub-paragraph (c);
	(d) denies sub-paragraph (d);
	(e) admits that the Spectrum Agreement enables TPG to monetise the spectrum the subject of the Spectrum Agreement and otherwise denies sub-paragraph (e).
	This Concise Statement of Facts, Issues and Contentions was prepared by Herbert Smith Freehills and settled by Cameron Moore and Brendan Lim.




